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Abstract
The set of solutions La ;). collection of polynomial equations i5 referred to as an algebraic seL. An algebraic
seL that cannot be represented as the union of two other dist.inct algebraic sels, neither containing the other,
is said to be irreducible. An irreducible algebraic set is also known as an algebraic variety. This paper
deals wilh geometric computations with algebraic varieties. TIle main resulls are algorithms to (1) compute the degree of an algebraic variety, (2) compute the rational parametric equations (a ra.Lional map from
poinLs on a hyperplane) for implicitly defined algebraic varieties of degrees two and three. These results
are based on sub-al!!:orithms using mulli-polynomial resultants and multi-polynomial remainder sequences for
constructim; a one-lo-one projection map of an algebraic variely to a hypersurface of equal dimension. as
well as. an inverse rationaL map from the hypersurface lo the algebraic variety. These geomeuic compulaI,ions arise naturaJ(y in geometric modeling, compuler aided design, computer graphics. and molion planning,
and have been used in the past for special cases of algebraic varielies. i.e. algebraic curves and surfaces.

•Supponed in pan by NSF Grant DMS 88-16286. and ONR conlrn.c:l NOOO14-a8-J(-0~02. A preliminary version of this paper appelll'ed
in the Proe. of the ACM Conference on Computational Geometry, Berkeley, CA, (1990)
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Introduction

[JucklJrOU7I1i:

Current rC$earch in geometric modeling is engaged in extending the geometric coverage of solid modelers

llsing polynomial equations of arbitrarily high degree. Effect.ively manipulating these geometric representations
require the ability to manipulate the underlying systems of equations [5. 2GJ. The set of solutions (or :;cro set Z(S))
of a collection S of polynomial equations

sm:!rn(J:l, .... ,xn)=O
I.~

(I)

rClerrcu to as an al.qebralc set. Algorithms lor manipulating algebraic sets arc crucial componentS for prooL' systems

deciding existential and universal theories of polynomial equations. see [or e.g. (38]. An algebraic set that cannot be
represented as the union of two other distinct algebraic sets. neither containing the ot.her. is said to be irred1jcibfe.
An irreducible algebraic set is also known as an algebraic variety.
One computational method for manipulating algebraic sets Z(S) is that of Grabner basis manipulations [12].
Given the set of polynomials F =

{!l, ..., 1m}, the Grabner basis algorithms provide a deterministic iterative method

for determining whether a polynomial P lies in the set of all polynomials of the form

Lad;

(the ideal of F). It

collectively manipulates the combinatorial structure of the entire set F of polynomials and in doing so, indirectly
provides answers

to

questions about the zero set Z(S).

Geometric prohlems dealing with zero sets Z(S), such as the intersection of surfaces. or the decision whether a
surface contains a set of curves. arc often rust versed in an ideal· theoretic form and then solved using Grebner basis
manipulations. One of the main difficulties involved in using the indirect Grebner basis technique is that the method
may be extremely slow for even small geometric problems. In the worst case, this method requires exponential space
and may have running time that is double exponential in the number of variables in problem [35]. Even in special
cases where this double exponential behavior is not observed. deriving tight upper bounds on the method's running
time is difficult.
III this paper, we present an alternative technique for answering various geometric questions on algebraic varieties
of degrees twO and three. (We shall define the degree of the algebraic variety in section 3). The technique of
constructing rational maps of algebraic varieties with hyperplanes. that we present. deals directly with the zero sets of
polynomial equations (rather than just the combinatorial structure of the polynomials). Such rational maps provide
a compact data structure for algebraic varieties and also yield simpler algorithms for computing intersections[lO].
sha..ding, displaying and texture mapping[7j, and in general solving systems of algebraic equations[ll]. It is based,
t.hough not entirely, on lesser known constructs of algebraic geometry, namely the multi-polynomial resultant[34]
and multi-polynomial remainder sequences (a generalization of remainder sequences of two polynomials, see for
e.g., [25. 33J). These computations can be done in time single exponential in the number of indeterminates of the
equat.ions.

.lJam Results: In section 3 we present a method of computing t.he degree of an algebraic variety. This essentially
relies on a WAy of computing a hypersurface birational

1,0

the given variety. via a valid projection direction along

which the projection map is one-to-one. In section 4 we show how to construct the rational inverse of the one-taone projection map between the hypersurface and the algebraic variety, using either multi-polynomial resultants or
muiLi-polynomial remainder sequences. In section;) we build on the earlier results of one-ta-one maps and present an
algorithm to construct tIle rational parametric equations (a raLional map from points on a hyperplane) for implicitly
defined ale:ebraic varieties of degrees two and three. This is based on sub-algorithms for parameterizing arbitrary
dimenSIOn (2:, :1) hypcrsurl'aces of these degrees.

Prior IVork: :>'luch of the work in algorithmic algebraic geometry dealing with algebraic curves. and to a
lilllitcd extent
I

WiLli

all!;ebraic varlcties. is classical. dating to the pre-1920's. seelIG. 23. 28. 29J However. it was nOL

ill the fundamental work orJ:30, 45] that algebraic geometry found a firm footing, free of the falacies which the

<'arlier classical methods were often troubled with. Modern algebraic geometry, equipped with the preciseness of
commutative algebra. has its main drawback in being abstract. and non-constructive. Recent interest. stemming
largely from geomet.ric modeling, graphics, robotics. and other geometric manipulation applications, has seen a
resurgence in constructive algorithm design activity, dealing with algebraic varieties[12, 13, 17. 18. 38, 42].
Various algorithms have been given for constructing the rational parametric equations of implicitly defined
algebraic curves and surfaces of low degree[2. 3, 43]. Computational methods have also been given for constructing
parametric equations of the intersection space curves of two degree two surfaces by[31] using the fact that the pencil
of quadrics contains a ruled surface and by[37], via the computation of eiqenvalues of matrices of quadratic forms.
The parameterization algorithms presented in [4J are applicable for irreducible rat.ional plane algebraic curves of
:Lrl>itrar~'

dc,:!:ree. allll irreducible rational space curves arising from the imersection of two algebraic surfaces of

arbitrary degree. The parameterization techniques. essentially, reduce to solving systems of homogeneous linear
equations and the computation of Sylvester resultants, see for e.g.[39]. For non-rational curves. parameterization
algorithms which are valid in local neighborhoods of points, singular or otherwise. are given in[6].
The parametric definition of a curve or surface is a standard example of a rational map. Inverting a parametrization of a surface has applications in areas such as sorting points along a parametric curve[27]. Birational maps have
been used in resolving the singular (nonsmooth) points of algebraic curves and surfaces[l]. In particular, [10] uses
this idea in the robust tracing of algebraic plane curves. Moreover. [1] use birational maps in determining whether
an algebraic space curve has a rational parameterization. From a mathematical point of view. current attempts to
classify surfaces and higher dimensional geometric objects usually are restricted to classifications up to birationality

[44J.
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Notation and Preliminaries

A point in complex projective space Cpn is given by a nonzero homogeneous coordinate vector(Xo, Xl,"" .Yn) of

n + I complex numbers. A point in complex affine space CAn is given by the non.homogeneous coordinate vector

I J:j. J:2'"

.•

X,,)

= ( ~~, ~ .....

:f.:-) ofn complex numbers.

The set ofpoims Z;;(f) of CAn whose coordinates satisfy

:\ sln!!ie non-homogeneous polynomial equation f(x1' X2, ... . J:,,) = 0 of degree d. is called an n - 1 dimension. affine
hypersurface of deg:ree d. The hypersurface

Zr (f) is also known as a flat or a hyperplane. a Z!j(f) is known as a

IJlladnc hypersurface. and a Z!l(f) is known as a cubic hypersurface. The hypersurface Z,~ is a plane curve of degree

d. a Z,~ is known as a surface of degree d. and Z1 is known as a threefold of degree d. A hypersurface Z;; is reducible or
Irreducible based upon whether [(XI' J:2, ... , J:,,) = 0 factors or not. over the field of complex numbers. An algebraic

variety

Z'" {Ii, ..., in}

is then

an irreduci~le common

intersection of a collection of hypersurfaces

Z:;. (j,).

An irreducible ratIOnal hypersurface Z:;(f), can additionally be defined by rational parametric equations which

.. (;" arc rational functions of de~ree d in u = {Ul, U:!, .... 1.l"_1), i.e.. each is a quotient of polynomials in u of
1ll<l.XIll1ll0l cle~ree

d.

.IEulli-polynomial Resultant: Consider F 1 = 0.... , F m = 0 polynomial equations in n

+I

variables (Xo, .... X,,)

and homogeneous in m variaMes (Xo •.... .'.'m-I)' These equations could be the homogenization of the earlier system
(1) with .Yo acting as the homogenizing variable. The multi~polynomial resultant R(FI ,

.•. ,

F m ) is a polynomial in

the coefficient.s of the F i that vanishes if and only if the F; have a common zero in projective space. For this
reason. the resultant is also often called the eliminant. Geometrically, the resultant vanishes if and only if the

I

hypersurfaces Z:;(F;) have a common intersection in projective space.
The resultant of several equations has several different characterizations. Probably the most elegant was discovered by i\Iacaulay [34]. He shows that the multi-polynomial resultant can be expressed as the quotient of the
determinant of two matrices whose entries are coefficients of the polynomials. In the case of two equations. the
matrix for the denorrunator always has determinant 1 and the matrix for the numerator is the traditional Sylvester
matrL.x(39). In computing the multi-polynomial resultant. the F; are multiplied by suitable monomials to transform
the problem of determining whether the polynomials have a common zero into a problem in linear algebra. We
construct a matrix whose entries are the coefficients of the Fl' ... , F m

.

The determinant of this matrix will be the

product of the resultant and the determinant of a specific minor of the matrix.
The general construction due to [34] is as follows: In the system F I = O...., F m = 0 of polynomial equations. homogenous in variables Xo, ... , .'.'771-1, let F; be of degree di. The coefficients of the Fi'S are treated as indeterminates.

L,t

and let the m-vector a denote the exponents of a monomial in X o , ... ,
then

...\VO =

'"00

'\0

VO ... _1

····\m-l .

Thus. the set of all monomials of degree d in m variables is

.'.'771_1'

For example, if a = (ao, ... , a 771 _d,

rr N

denotes the number of monomials in this set. then the monomials will index the columns of an N by N matrix.

Partition X d into n disjoint sets. These sets arc
X,d =

\ext, for each set X( construct a sei

{X"[Cl'i

~ d; and

Cl'j

< dj ,Vj <

Fl of polynomials from Fi

n.

using monomials in

.rr Specifically, lei

'd

•l i

d

F i = -{1;.

,

,J;'-'

The

Fl

are selS of homog;eneous polynomials in m variables of degree d. Moreover. each of the polynomials in

lhe union of the F;d, equated to zero, collectively yields a set of N homogeneous polynomial equations. Construct
an N by N matrix (call it A) whose columns are indexed by monomials in X d and whose rows correspond to the
polynomials ill lhe Fts. For a given polynomial P in F,d, its row consists of the symbolic coefficients aii" bji: etc.,
of each monomial in_ P.

,

,yd

ait

a;2

(li3

bjt

h

,-

.yd,

0

bj3

(')

A

X~_l

.'(:;'-t

0

:':ow. if the Fi have a common root ('V:.o, .... :\rn_l), then this root must satisfy all of the polynomial equations in the
Fid'S. This fact implies thai the nontrivial vector (}<o, ... , ",Yrn-tl must be in the null space of A. Thus, .11 must be

singular or equivalcntly, the determinant of A (call it D) must be zero. This argument establishes that the resultant
R is a factor of D. The remaining factors of D are extraneous and have no bearing on whether the original equations

have a common root. The beauty of Macaulay's result is that he established that the extraneous factors are the
determinant· of a minor of A. This minor (call it B) can be constructed from A in the following manner. Delete all
columns of A that correspond to monomials X" where

O"i

< d i for all but one value of i. (Note there must at least

one such i due to the manner in which d was chosen.) Delete all rows of A that correspond to polynomials in Fi
whose multipliers XCI have

Cl'j

< d j for i < j :::; n.

1Iacaulay shows that the resultant R satisfies
dd(A)
R= dd(B)

where this division is carried out before the indeterminates forming the entries of .4_ and B are specialized. The
reason for specializing after division is that det(A) and det(B) may evaluate to zero even though R is not identically
zero. Techniques for comput.ing R by specializing before division has recently been considered in (14, 3~J.

,Ifulti-polynomud Rcmamder Sequence: Consider first tWO polynomial equations Ii (;1:1, .... .L'n) = 0 and
Il.

Treating them as polynomials in Xl. the psuedo-remainder UtI 12 l =

g(.L'I' ...• J: n )

for degree"" (h)

o:iJ =

xnl

:S degree"" (Ii),

i" the result of one step of psuedo-division in the ring C of coefficient polynomials in n - l ....ariables
i.e.

h{XI, ..••

(X2, .. .• .L'"

l.

ace and degree"" (9) < degree"" (h). Repeating the psuedo-division with J.2 and 9 and
a: and a are ·primitve'. one can compute a subresultant polynomial remainder sequence

:3h -!l with a.

'O'llsuring that the factors
(p.r.s1;

(3)

where Si is the psuedo-remainder of the tWO polynomials preceding it
-:ubrcsultant of
1 he

iJ and f"!., with respect to

resultant of !J and

h.

with respect

:z: I' see for e.g [25. 33]. Here

to x I.

III

the sequence and is known as the i

1h

So is a polynomial independent of XI and is

(Note in the homogeneous case So is Lhe polynomial resultant of F1

and F~. with respect to XII and XI.
For the set of polynomial equations ( 1), treating them as polynomials in

XI,

we select the polynomial. say iJ" of

minimum degree in :z: I. We then compute the subresultant psuedo-remainder for each pair (f;/ 1J:) = !Ii, 1 ::; i
and i

:f k,

:S m

yielding a new system of equations gi and fk. We repeat the above, first selecting from the new system.

a polynomial of minimum degree in

XI,

and then computing pairwise subresultant psuedo-remainders. Eventual!.

we obtain a system of m - 1 polynomial equations. say

sm-l

frn_l(x2, .... .L'Il)

(-I)

= 0

independellt of .L'l·
The above is Lhen one (macro) step of the multi-equational polynomial remainder sequence (m.p.r.s). For the
new set of polynomial equations (t1), treating them as polynomials in

X2,

we repeat the entire process above and

obtain yet another reduced system sm-2 of m - 2 polynomial equations. all independent of

X2,

and so on. This

sequence of systems of multi-equational polynomial equations
5 = Sm. sm-i. sm-2 •...• SI ,SO

is whaL we term the multi-equational polynomial remainder sequence.

3

Birational Hypersurface and Degree Computation

A map of the form

(5)

where the l!\ :::::: ~::~:::

',::0::

are ratios of homogeneous polynomials of equal degree in the Xi is referred to as a

/"Iltlonal map. In general. a rational map may be thought of as a function that transforms some set of points X in

tXo ... .\.m) space to set of points Yin (lo ...}·;,) space. Note that the denominators are polynomials and can have
zeros. Thus the map may not be defined at all points. We denote this map by 1/J : X :\ rational map
Q : }.

tI' :

y.

X ~ ;( is called biraiional if it admits an inverse. That is. there exists a rational ma.p

~ X such that tb(X) has the same dimension as Y, ~(Y) has the same dimension as X,

6erywhere. and

(JJlJ) ::::::

1/JtiJ :::::: 1 almost

I almost everywhere. Two sets X and Yare said to be birational if there exists a birational

map between X and Y.
:\ classical theorem [rom algebraic geometry states that "Any algebraIc randy Z(5) is blTational with a hyper<Ill'f(l[c

Z(h) of (Ippropnale dimenSion·· (sec [221, Prop.L4.91.

Definition 1 The degree of the algebraiC variety Z(5) is then defined as the corresponding degree of the biraiionally
equivalent hypersurface Z(h).

The construction of the hypersurface h for a given variety S can be done straightforwardly using multi-polynomial
resultants. (Computationally, as we shall show in the next section, under certain assumptions on the variety, this can
also be achieved using multi-polynomial remainder sequences). Given m independent equations in n variables (I),
let S be the algebraic variety of dimension n - m defined by these equations. i.e. Z(8) is the complete intersection
of the m polynomial equations. We may construct a generic linear projection onto n - m + 1 of the variables. The
image of this projection is the hypersurface H in lhese n - m

+1

variables. Determining, the dimension of an

arbitrary mriety is a non-trivial problem. Howeyer. various solutions have been offered. for e.g.• see [21. 36].
To find a generic linear projection. the following general procedure can be adopted. Consider the linear projective
coordinate transformation

The linear coordinate transformation transforms the original homogenized variety \/

Z{F;(Xo, .... X n )} into. a

bilinearly related variety if: Z{Fi(Yo, .... Yn )}, i:::::: l. ... ,m (w.l.g.).
Let R( F l , .... F rn ) = 0 be I.he irreducible resultant polynomial equation corresponding to the projection hypersurface H of the variety if. Irreducibility of H follows from the irreducibility of V and the projection mapping[22].
Let k be the multiplicity of polynomial R (i.e. there exists a factor R 1 such that

Rt

divides R but

R~+l does not).

Then by applying ([19],Theorem 8.4..13). we see that the projection map is generically k to one. To make the map
one-ta-one we choose the coefficients of the linear projective transformation. a,j, i, j

= O..n such

that (i) the deter-

minant of a.'i. is non zero (making the map well defined) and (ii) the discriminant of the polynomial R(ft, ..., irn) to
be non zero. As "bad" values for a,i which do not satisfy (i) and (ii) above. satisfy a set of hypersurface conditions.
any random choice of values will in general suffice with probability I, see [41].

4

Birational Map Computation

The eadier section ~ave a way of constructin)1; a hypersurface H as a one-to-one projection of the original algebraic
\"ariety F, or a bilinearly related \'ariety

V.

\Ve now show how such a one-to-one map can be inverted, yielding a

birational map between H and V.

Theorem 1 Let X and Y be two Irreducible n_dimensional varieites and

w a rational

map from X to Y that is

I)cnencal/y one-Io-Olle. Then under 11".- X and Yare birational.

This follows irem ((22], Cor. 1.4.5). Hence, since the map from \./ to If is one-to-one. there exists an inverse rational
map from 11(0 \', Such an inverse rational map from the irreducible polynomial R to the C;'s may be recovered
by usinl!; the Theorem

or the

Primitive Element ((/15]. section 11.9). This construction for m::;; '2 is described in (4,

20]. ,\ more general version for unrestricted m is described in [IT. 9]. We now show that by using the Macaulay
derivation of the multi-polynomial resullant. the construction of the inverse rational map reduces to applications of
Cramer's rule ([24.), Thm. 6.9.2) in linear algebra.
Recall the matri." equalion (2) of section (2)

o
(6)

.4

o
Thus.

th~

eliminated homogeneous variables

x::;; (xg, ..., X:!'_tl

spans the kernel of A.. To apply Cramer'S rule.

we must first show that there exists a (N - 1) by (N - 1) minorA that is non-singular. Since t.he birational map

o is generically one-ta-one.

the order of vanishing of det(A) must be one. Since the order of vanishing of det(A) is

one. the kernel of the matrix A must be one dimensional. Thus, the N - 1 vectors AI through AN_l are linearly
independent and lherefore there must be an invertible (N -1) by (N - 1) minor of the matrix (AI, .. ·,AN_l)'
Removing a single row from the matrix (A l • ..• , .-IN_d, we obtain an invertible square matrix. Let.
column of the matrix when the

ph row is delet.ed..

1h

denote the i

Then using Cramer's rule the inverse rational map is constructed

ror each of the eliminat.ed dehomogenized (affine) variables (Xl:;:: 1;;, ...,
X,
X/::;;-.-=

Xo

.

where the rOWS} and k are chosen such that

A~

XI ::;;

Xm_1 ::;;

XX~')

det(A{ l . . . . A.~ I)
k
1:)
det(A 1 • ... , A' N _ I
i'~

I:'~

monomial of vector x
monomial of vector x

l

an

d

1:S

I

(
) U
I.
:S m - 1. sing mu tl-

polynomial resultant computations [15,38], all calculations can be done in time single exponential in m and n.
We now present an alternate method using the multi-polynomial remainder sequence of section (2) on t.he original
affine polynomial system (1). "Ve assume that the hypersurfaces

Ii ::;;

consider the subresultant polynomial remainder sequence (p.r.s) (3):

0 1 :S i:S m intersect transversally. First,

Ii, 12, g::;; 5 k _ 1 , ... ,51 , So.

If the projecl.ion

direction :/"\ IS birational. and the hypersnrfaces 11 = 0 and h = 0 have a transversal intersection. \\·e show in [4]
Ihat

+ho(x:!, .... J: n )
!(x:!, .... J:,,)
That is, the In.st polynomial So i:; independent of

Xl,

and is the rEsultant of Ii and h with respect to

1I11portantly the next-t.o-last polynomial SI is linear in
,..'spect to

Xl.

The sllbresultant eqnation

$1

Xl.

It is referred to as the sub resultant of hand

= 0 then provides the rational inverse map

:-'imilarly, computinl!; the multi-polynomial remainder sequence (m.p,r,sl
direction
.t'l

.t'\.

XI

(5). under

yields aller the first macro Slep, a reduced system (4) independent of

x\

and after

111 _

X:!

= ~n:%"~
I,

..... ~"

More

h

with

l,

.r~.",,_~)

,1

birational projection

as well as the inverse map

= ~~::~:::::~::_ ,\fter the second macro step, under a birational projection direction

system independent of x:! as well as the inverse map

Xl,

X:!.

we obtain a reduced

= t~~::::::~:l, and so on. Starting with m equations in (1),

I steps, with the elimination order of XI,

X2, .. . ,Xm_l

one obtains the rational projection as well as

the rational inverse map:

j(X m , .. "

,t'2

=

xn)

= 0

h:!(xa,·· .. ,t'n)

1I 3 (X3,··· • .l:n)
h O(X2,

.. '

.x n )

(7)

h 1 (X2,···.J: n )

5

Parameterizing Varieties

Having an explicit biraLional mapping (projection and inverse maps) between the variety V and a hypersurface

l{

of

equal dimension. the problem of computing toile rational parametric equations of algebraic varieties V then reduces to
the problem of parameterizing birational\y related hypersurfaces H. We now provide such rational parameterization
algorithms for hypersurfaces of degree 2 in space n 2:: 2 and degree 3 in space n 2:: 3.

5.1

Parameterizing Hypersurfaces of Bounded Degree

Quadric Hypersurfaces Z~(f), n 2: 2

Geometnc Idea: A line through a fixed poinl on Z~(f) intersccts zg(f) in. at most. 1 additional point. The

o:oordinates of this additional !-loim are then rational functions of the parameters of the line.
Alqebralc Technique;
1, Pick a point on Z~(f) ami translate Znf) to the origin via a linear change of coordinates.

.)

~Iap

the

ori~in

to infinity along the X" axis via another linear change of coordinates.

:1. The transformed equation of the bypersurfacc. must now bc linear In x"' and hence

:1:"

is expressible as a

rational function of the remaining variables.
-';"C

Appendi.x :\ for algoriLhnllc details.

Cubic Hypersurfaces

Z~(f).

n

2::3

Geometric Idea: A line intersects Zj(f) in at most three points. If two of these points lie on rational elements of

Z!l(f) then the paramcterized transversal connecting these two points will intersect Zj(f) in at most I additional
Jloint. The coordinates of this additional point are then rat.ional funct.ions of the parameters of the t.ransversal.
AlgebraiC Technique:
1_ Pick a pOInt on Z~(fl ami translate Z:~(f) to the origin via a linear change of coordinates

.. Intersect

Z1U)

with the tangent plane at the origin to yield a rational hypersurface Z;,-1(9).

3. Repeat (1) and (2) for a different point on Z3(1) to yield another hypersurface Z3(h) .
.1. Now consider transversals connecting points on the two rational hypersurfaces Z;-1(9) and Z;-l(h).
'l.

The intersection of the transversal with Zj(f) yields three roots. Two of these are the chosen points on
Z;-1(9) and Z;-l(h). which can be factored out, leaving the remaining to be written as a rational function

of the parameters of the transversal.
See Appendi.x B for algorithmic details.

6

Possible Extensions

.-\. natural extension to consider is computations with algebraic varieties of unbounded degree. One possibility for
constructing a general parameterization algorithm is perhaps to use an indudive argument on the degree of the
variety, with the results of this paper providing the base cases. Another interesting problem is to derive worst
case time bounds. using bit complexity analysis to model coefficient growth in all the multivariate polynomial

:nanlpulations. finally. interesting open algorithmic questions (which we did not get to consider in this paper) are
TO

compu~e

the the sim;ularities and the multiple genera of algebraic varieties.

.-IcJ.:nowledqemenls: I Lhank
<ll~ebraic ~eometry.
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Also. thanks to John Canny, Tom Garrity and Joe \oVarren for many enlightening conversations.
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Appendix: Quadric Hypersurfaces

('onsidcr-dlC implicit representation of a quadric h:rpersurfac. (which is neicher a cylinder or
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\\'e assume that all quadratic terms of Z?!(f) are present. for otherwise there exists a uivial parametricrcpresentation.
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finally using (!:l) we obtain

explicit parametric equations with parameters
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Appendix: Cubic Hypersurfaces

Consider the general implicit equation of a cubic hypersurface
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on Z!l(f) and apply the linear coordinate transformation
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which translates the hypersurface
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z, = 0 to be the new tangent hyperplane to the hypersurface at the origin.
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3. Intersecting the hypersurface Z3(h) with the tangent hyperplane
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2. pa.rameter family of lines. passing through the origin and lying in the

These lines are given by

l:SiSk
(23)
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Intersect these lines given by equation (23) with Z;-I(fJ) of equation (21) to yield
(24)

which to~ether with (23) above yields a parametric representation of Z;,-1(/3) ill terms of parameters u =

,_i,

Using the linear transformation (18). (:20), the parametric representation of Z;,-I(!:l) and Zl = 0 we can
straightforwardly construct a u parameterization of Z;-I(!3) in the original space (XI, ... , xn). Namely
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I.

Next choose another simple point (,th,
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/3,,) on Z3(f) and repeat steps 1.. ~ .. 3. replacing (ai' a2, ... 0',,)

with (,6 1, fh, "., Pn). This would yield another Z;-I (]3) of similar structure as equation (21), viz.,the intersection of a corresponding hypersurface Z'3(J2) with an appropriate tangent hyperplane i l = O.
$. Analogous LO Step 4. above. consider then a v

= (VII"" VI), I=;: n - k - 1. parameter family of lines. passing

IluoUl;h the origin and lying in the hyperplane i l = O. These lines are again given by
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9. Similar to Sieps 5. and 6. above. intersect these lines of equation (26) with Z;-I(JJ) to derive a v parametric
representation of Z;-I (i3) in the original space (XI' ... , xn). Namely,
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10. Finally consider the (u, v) parameter family of lines in (XI, ... , x n ) space joining points (]\tIl (u), AI2{u), ... ,Afn(u))
and (NI(v). j,,r2(V) , .", .V,,(v)).

~amely,
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11. Intersect these lines of equation (28) with the hypersurface zg(f) to yield
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with degree of
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intersection points.

to be at most three, i.e., the lines intersect the hypersuriace

III

at most three distinct

12. Two of the intersection points lying on the hypersurface Z;;U) have Xl values Ml(u), and Ndv), Hence
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yields an expression which is linear in Xl. Thus Xl = R(u.v) where R is a rational function in
.

the 1+ k = (n - 1) parameters u = (Ul' .... U.l:), v = (VI, ... , VI). Using this together with equation (28) yields
a parametric representation of the hypersurface Z;;U) in terms of the n - 1 parameters u. v.

